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Abstract: Owing to the advantages of high construction efficiency, prefabricated residential buildings
have been of increasing interest in recent years. Against the background of global heating, designing
low-carbon facades for prefabricated residential buildings has become a focus. The main challenge
for this research is in designing windows for prefabricated residential buildings that can lead to the
best performance in carbon emissions. The purpose of this paper is to summarize window design
advice for prefabricated residential building facades with low-carbon goals. This paper adopts the
single control variable research method. Building energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions
under different conditions comprise the primary data used in the study. In the process of achieving
the research aim, this study firstly extracts the window design elements of prefabricated residential
facades. Secondly, objective function formulas are established and a basic model is built for obtaining
data. Thirdly, data results are analyzed and window design advice is put forward under the condition
of a low-carbon goal. This paper discusses that the optimal window-to-wall ratio (WWR) with a
low-carbon orientation is around 0.15, and compares it innovatively with the optimal WWR under
an energy-saving orientation at around 0.38. The research results of this paper can deepen the
understanding of architectural low-carbon design and play a guiding role for architects.

Keywords: carbon emissions; prefabricated residential building; sensitivity analysis; window design

1. Introduction

As an architectural component in contact with the outside world, building facades
have a significant impact on indoor physical environments and energy consumption [1].
However, architects tend to pay more attention to the esthetic features of building facades,
the “name card of buildings”. They often ignore the need for carbon reduction when
designing or changing facade design elements because of a lack of low-carbon and energy-
saving design methods. The exterior wall panels of prefabricated buildings have openings
according to their window designs. They are prefabricated in factories and transported
to construction sites for assembly. Window design is different from the design of other
elements such as facade materials and construction equipment, which can be modified
later. Window design cannot change after entering the production process for prefabricated
residential wall panels and, as a result, problems cannot be addressed after the initial
design stage. Industrialized production will magnify the early design problems and double
the waste of building energy [2]. Research from the International Energy Agency shows
that the initial planning and design stages of building schemes have huge potential for
energy saving [3]. Therefore, it is necessary to set the goal of reducing carbon emissions in
the initial stage of the design of facade windows for prefabricated houses. Furthermore,
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discussing design methods for exterior wall parts in relation to a low-carbon goal is of
great significance in prefabricated residential buildings [4].

On the one hand, the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions of buildings are closely related
to energy consumption [5]. It is necessary to understand whether this will lead to different
design outcomes when taking various measurements, such as energy consumption or CO2
emission, and to discuss the similarities and differences between low-carbon design and
energy-saving design. Although there is some research on window design optimization
based on improvement in building performance [6], most studies aim to save energy and
improve the indoor thermal environment [7]. There are few studies of window design
optimization with a low-carbon goal [8]. On the other hand, building energy consumption
and CO2 emissions in different climate zones vary with different window-to-wall ratios
(WWRs) [9]. However, studies on low-carbon designs for windows in cold regions of China
are still scarce. Therefore, this study takes Jinan, a city in Shandong Province in a cold
region in China, as an example and prefabricated residential buildings as the research
object. It is important to carry out a study of window design with a low-carbon goal. The
research results can be applicable to buildings in cold regions of China.

Window size is closely related to the energy consumption of building heating, cooling,
and lighting [10]. Previous studies have shown that an optimal WWR exists when using
annual total energy consumption as a measurement index [11]. The optimal WWR can
minimize total yearly energy consumption. There are three research questions addressed
in this paper. Firstly, what is the difference between the impacts on the optimal WWR of
a low-carbon target and of an energy-saving target? Secondly, how do window design
elements affect the optimal WWR? Thirdly, what is the best window design for achieving
a low-carbon goal in buildings? This research firstly establishes functional relationships
between energy consumption, CO2 emissions, and the optimal WWR. Then, a basic model
is selected and the variables of window design elements are explained based on the model.
The window area, window shape, and window position are taken as the variables in
carrying out parameterized changes. Each variable corresponds to one working condition.
Then, data on energy consumption and CO2 emissions under different working conditions
are obtained by computer simulation. The study analyzes these data to compare the
optimal WWR values in relation to low-carbon and energy-saving goals, and explores the
effect of each window design element on the optimal WWR. Finally, advice on the design
of window elements is provided.

The purpose of this paper is, on the one hand, to help designers understand the
differences between low-carbon design and energy-saving design. On the other hand, this
research aims to summarize the influence of facade window design parameters on carbon
emissions and to provide design advice for optimum window size, location, and shape in
prefabricated residential buildings in relation to low-carbon goals. This paper will help in
making correct design decisions for low-carbon window design and provide advice for
architects on low-carbon window design for prefabricated residential buildings. All in all,
in the initial stage of the facade design for prefabricated residential buildings, analyzing the
effects of facade window design elements on energy consumption and carbon emissions is
of great importance for energy conservation and carbon emission reduction [12].

2. Window Design for Prefabricated Residential Buildings

In this chapter, literature on residential window design is investigated. Based on
literature research, elements and principles of window design of prefabricated residential
buildings are summarized. It is a foundation for the research method in the next chapter.

2.1. Literature Review on Residential Window Design

As one of the components of residential facades, windows have many properties [13].
One class of properties influences architectural modeling, including formal properties,
color properties, material properties [14], and so on. For example, the facades of kinder-
gartens often use circular windows to show the lively character of these buildings. The
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colored windows of Gothic churches show the mystery of religious buildings [15], while
modern public buildings usually use large windows and modern materials to reflect a
sense of science and technology [16]. People can even judge the style and historical culture
of buildings from the facade window designs. Based on the principles of formal esthetics,
architectural designers express creative concepts using the properties and characteristics of
windows. Besides the influence of various window properties on the esthetics of building
facades, there is also a class of window properties that greatly influence building perfor-
mance [17] and indoor environment quality [18]. For example, window size, materials, and
shade components will impact building energy consumption and indoor lighting. Window
opening modes, orientations, and positions will affect indoor airflow environments [19].
These aspects have attracted much attention by scholars.

This paper uses ScienceDirect as a database platform, using “window design perfor-
mance” and “window to wall ratio” as keywords to search. There are nearly 112,636 search
results since 2000. In the search results, articles related to the optimal WWR and from
the beginning were selected, and then 20 representative articles were chosen. This paper
analyzes the window properties mentioned in these articles that can affect building perfor-
mance and indoor environments. As shown in Table 1, these papers cover all the properties
of windows that can impact building performance: window area, glass material and struc-
ture, window position, window shape, whether the window has sunshade components,
and window orientation. Each chosen paper has conducted research on some of these
six aspects and discussed the influence of specific design elements on buildings’ energy
consumption or indoor environments.

Table 1. Types of window properties.

Window Property Reference

Area [20–36]

Glazing [20,23,24,29,36–38]

Position [25,31,36,39,40]

Shape [21,22,31,36,39]

Shading [20,26–28]

Orientation [21–24,26–30,32,33,35,40]

In most of the articles in Table 1, changes in window size and orientation are involved.
Most studies of window shade components are about linkages with different orienta-
tions [20]. The influence of window glass thickness and structure on building heating
and cooling energy consumption has been studied [37]. In analyses of window position,
most researchers have only controlled for simple movement of windows in the horizontal
direction on a wall and the movement variable is not continuous. The influences of window
shape and relative position on indoor airflow patterns have also been studied. As a research
object, two windows were on two opposite walls of a suite [39].

The effects of window position and size on indoor airflows have been investigated by
means of on-site measurement and computer simulation. There are only two variables for
window position: one location in the center of a wall and the other on the left-hand side of
a wall by horizontal movement. The study results showed that two non-adjacent openings
had a better ventilation effect than two adjacent openings [25]. The influence of window
position on energy consumption and lighting has been studied in some research [36]. There
are only two types of window position: “centered” and “upper”. Researchers have also
studied the relationship between window shape and energy consumption, with window
shape classified as square, horizontal rectangle, or vertical rectangle [31].

When taking window shape as an independent variable, its influence on the indoor air-
flow environment has been studied. Window shape was classified as horizontal rectangular,
vertical rectangular, or square. Window area remained unchanged when changing window
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shape. The study concluded that, when the shapes of the air inlet and the air outlet are
square, this is most beneficial to the indoor airflow [39]. However, some researchers have
ignored the change in window shape when changing WWR. For example, a method for
studying the optimal WWR for low-energy office buildings in temperate marine climates
was provided in a study, where the window shape changed because it was not enlarged in
equal proportions [33]. In addition, another study changed window shape while changing
the value of WWR, but did not consider window shape a variable [32].

The most comfortable indoor ventilation mode and optimal WWR have been explored
by taking facade window orientation, WWR, and shading properties as independent vari-
ables. The number of uncomfortable indoor temperature hours throughout the year was
treated as the measurement index [26]. The WWRs of living rooms and bedrooms that
were oriented in the same direction were changed in the paper, which explored several
ventilation methods combining natural ventilation and mechanical ventilation. Finally, the
relationship between the optimal WWR and ventilation method was assessed by taking en-
ergy consumption and indoor thermal environment comfort as measurement indexes [34].

The WWR is affected by many factors. Some articles have studied the influence of
glass materials on WWR, including the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) and U-value
of the glass [24]. Some articles have studied the influence of different orientations and
different climates on WWR [23]. Each article picks out several factors to study the influence
of these factors and the WWR. Other factors are set to fixed values because the controlled
variable method is adopted. Among the window properties discussed above that can
impact building performance, some such as window size, shape, position, material, and
design of sunshade components have significant affects on the esthetics of building facades.
Architects use windows as esthetic elements to express architectural creativity. However,
architects are also responsible for improving the performance of a building when creating
architectural products. Therefore, how to take into account both the esthetic features of win-
dow design and the improvement of building performance has become a complex problem.
This requires architects to have the ability to predict the influences on building performance
when adjusting window design elements. This is also one of the research goals of this
paper: to summarize low-carbon design methods for prefabricated residential windows to
provide a reference for architects in designing beautiful and low-carbon buildings.

2.2. Elements and Principles of Window Design for Prefabricated Residential Buildings

Unlike traditional cast-in-place residences, prefabricated residential buildings need
to follow modular principles in the design stage to ensure their parts meet industrial
requirements. The components of prefabricated residential buildings are prefabricated
in factories. Construction can be completed quickly by assembling the components on
construction sites. Prefabricated residential window parts are generally produced in the
factory together with entire external wall panels. According to window design drawings,
exterior wall panels need to incorporate window openings and then proceed to mass
production on assembly lines after mold creation.

It has been shown that window size, shape, position, and sunshade component
settings impact the esthetics of architectural design and the improvement of architectural
performance. However, as the design and production of window sunshade components
can be separated, their installation can be more flexible. However, in the integrated
design of windows and exterior wall panels for prefabricated residential buildings, the
size, shape, and position of windows are design elements that need to be determined first.
Therefore, this paper defines window design elements as the size, shape, and position in the
exterior wall panels of prefabricated residential buildings. Wall panels are changed through
differences in these three window design elements. As shown in Figure 1, a prefabricated
wall panel can be transformed into three different wall panel types by changing these
window design elements. The original panel becomes wall panel 1 by changing the
window area. Wall panel 2 and wall panel 3 come from the original panel by changing the
window shape and position elements. It can be seen that, after such modular design, three
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different wall panels will create completely different building facades and have different
effects on building performance.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of three prefabricated residential window design elements.

These three design elements of prefabricated residential windows are independent
and can be changed individually or simultaneously. Generally, each design element has a
corresponding measurement index to control its change. For example, the WWR measures
the window area design element. It refers to the ratio of the window opening area to the
wall area. The length–width ratio measures the shape of windows, such as which forms
are rectangular. Previous research has often ignored the design factor of window shape.

Prefabricated residential buildings often leave people with a slightly boring impression
of a facade owing to the mass use of standardized parts. For instance, such facades rarely
use circular windows. Therefore, this paper studies rectangular windows of different
proportions and takes circular windows as a research object that aims to increase the
diversity of facade window design for prefabricated residential buildings. The distance
between the window contour line and each edgeline of the exterior wall panel controls
the window position element of prefabricated residential buildings. This involves five
types: center, center to top, center to bottom, center to the left, and center to the right. In
this study, the height of the lower edgeline of a window from the ground measures the
window position.

Architects should adopt the following five principles in window design for pre-
fabricated residential buildings. First of all, window design should meet functionality
requirements. This means window designs should fit physical environment requirements
like indoor lighting and ventilation, and provide a comfortable indoor environment for res-
idents [41]. Secondly, prefabricated residential windows should follow the design principle
of being low carbon and energy saving [42]. This principle plays a vital role in the face of
today’s energy shortages and environmental crisis. In order to comply with this principle,
window design needs to select the appropriate size, U-value, and SHGC according to
building codes. Thirdly, the design of prefabricated residential windows should follow the
principles of standardization and modularization [43]. This means window components
for prefabricated residential buildings should meet the needs of industrial production and
efficient construction. Fourthly, the design of prefabricated residential windows should
follow the principle of fewer specifications and more combinations [44]. This principle can
better help prefabricated houses to achieve standardization and diversification. Fifthly,
the design of prefabricated residential windows should follow the rules of form esthetics.
As an important factor influencing the effect of the facade, the design of windows should
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follow formal esthetic principles such as unity and change, balance and stability, symmetry
and rhythm, harmony and contrast, and proportion and scale [45].

The design of prefabricated residential window parts is in an upstream position in the
overall industrial chain. They cannot be changed once completed. Defects in traditional
cast-in-place residential window design will only cause adverse effects in specific projects.
In contrast, design defects in prefabricated residential window parts will be magnified by
large-scale industrial production. In order to achieve a low-carbon target for prefabricated
residential buildings, this paper researches the influence of window design elements on
energy consumption and CO2 emissions, then discusses low-carbon design advice for
window elements. The research methodology is introduced below.

3. Research Methodology

Analyzing the influence of window design elements on energy consumption is helpful
to build a theoretical foundation for the objective function. The construction of the objective
function provides a method to obtain the optimal WWR. The design of calculation schemes
clarifies the change path of window design elements. In addition, the energy consumption
and CO2 emission data used in this research were obtained from the simulation software.
The research problems can be solved by processing and analyzing the data. Each part will
be introduced in detail next.

3.1. Influence of Window Design Elements on Energy Consumption

To study the relationship between window design elements and energy-saving or
low-carbon goals, firstly, it is necessary to clarify which types of energy consumption
will be affected by window design elements and to understand the background theories.
Ordinarily, the energy consumption of buildings consists of many parts. From a macro
perspective, building energy consumption includes all kinds of energy consumption in the
entire process from material production to construction, operation, maintenance, demo-
lition, and recycling. In this paper, the scope of building energy consumption is energy
consumption during a building’s operation phase. During this phase, energy consump-
tion is also composed of many subtypes including heating energy consumption, cooling
energy consumption, lighting energy consumption, household electrical equipment energy
consumption, and so on. Therefore, it is necessary to first analyze the subtypes of energy
consumption related to the window design elements.

The facade is a medium of energy exchange between the interior and exterior of a
building. When the energy transfer between indoor and outdoor environments reaches a
balance, the indoor temperature also reaches a stable state. The energy consumption of
heating and cooling is generated in this process. As shown in Figure 2, the principles of
heating and cooling energy consumption generated in winter and summer, respectively,
were analyzed. The pattern of energy exchange of the building facade is the same in both
seasons. The surfaces of building facades that are in contact with outdoor space mainly
exchange energy through solar radiation, environmental radiation, and air convection,
while the surfaces of building facades that are in contact with indoor space mainly ex-
change energy through indoor interface radiation, indoor energy radiation, and indoor
air convection.

Owing to the difference between the outdoor temperature T0 and the indoor tempera-
ture T1, there is a temperature difference between the outer surfaces and inner surfaces
of the building envelope. The temperature difference between T0 and T1 causes heat
conduction. In winter, as shown in Figure 2a, the outdoor temperature T0 is less than T1
and the heat lost through the wall is more than the heat gained. Therefore, to maintain a
comfortable indoor temperature, it is necessary to use heating to make up for the energy
gap. As a result, heating energy consumption EH is generated. In summer, as shown in
Figure 2b, the outdoor temperature T0 is greater than T1 and the heat obtained through the
wall is greater than the heat lost. In order to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature,
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it is necessary to use cooling to take away the excess heat. Therefore, cooling energy
consumption EC is generated.
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The ability of building facades to gain and dissipate heat plays a vital role in building
energy consumption [46]. The ability of building facades to obtain energy mainly depends
on the absorption and transmission of solar radiation flux and thermal conductivity, while
their ability to dissipate heat depends primarily on the thermal insulation of their facades.
The ability of external facades to obtain and dissipate heat determines the thermal balance
performance of the facades. The thermal balance plays an essential role in maintaining
the indoor temperature and has a vital impact on the energy consumption of buildings.
For example, building facades with good heat-shielding performance in summer can help
buildings reduce the energy obtained from the outside environment. As a result, it helps to
reduce buildings’ cooling energy consumption Ec. In winter, building facades with good
thermal insulation properties can reduce the heat lost through facades, thus helping to
reduce heating energy consumption EH.

Generally, walls have good thermal insulation performance and low light transmit-
tance, both of which are beneficial for building insolation [47]. However, window glass has
poor heat insulation and high light transmittance, which are good for getting heat from
outside in winter, but bad for heat-shielding in summer [48]. Therefore, a change in the
WWR will significantly affect the thermal balance performance of building facades [32],
thereby affecting the heating energy consumption EH and cooling energy consumption
EC of buildings. Simulation software calculates heating and cooling energy consumption
using heat balance theories like this. Therefore, among the window design elements, the
area of windows is closely related to the building heating energy consumption EH and
cooling energy consumption EC.

In order to ensure that residents can carry out everyday living activities in the in-
terior of residences, it is necessary to open windows to let natural lighting come into
buildings [49]. Under the same external lighting conditions, the size, shape, and posi-
tion of windows will significantly impact the amount of lighting and the uniformity of
illumination. Generally speaking, a room will get a greater amount of illumination with
larger windows. Vertical rectangular windows have good lighting uniformity in the depth
direction of rooms, while horizontal rectangular windows have good lighting uniformity
in the width direction of rooms and the height of windows will affect the uniformity of
lighting in the depth direction of rooms [50]. The illumination and uniformity of indoor
natural lighting have significant impacts on lighting energy consumption. When the level
of illumination of natural lighting fails to meet requirements on work surfaces, people will
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use artificial lighting and generate lighting energy consumption EL. Therefore, lighting
energy consumption EL is also closely related to window design elements.

According to the above discussion, the subtypes of energy consumption related to
window design elements in a building’s operation phase mainly include heating energy
consumption EH, cooling energy consumption EC, and lighting energy consumption EL.
The design element of window area primarily affects the heating energy consumption EH
and cooling energy consumption Ec. The design elements of window shape and position
mainly affect the lighting energy consumption EL of a building. The discussion above is
a theoretical foundation for constructing objective functions to analyze the influence of
the window elements on energy consumption and WWR. A further detailed sensitivity
analysis of the impacts of the window design elements on the optimal WWR is given
in Section 4.2.

3.2. Objective Functions and Optimal WWR

Saving energy and reducing carbon emissions are the two design goals addressed in
this paper. It is first necessary to determine how to obtain the value of the optimal WWR
if we want to compare the results for the optimal WWR according to different objective
orientations. Therefore, the objective function and the concept of optimal WWR need to be
established first.

In this research, only energy consumption related to window design is studied; as
a result, energy consumption generated by household appliances, among others, is not
included in the consideration. Building energy consumption related to window design
elements in the building operation phase comprises three subtypes: heating energy con-
sumption, cooling energy consumption, and annual lighting energy consumption. The
measurement unit of energy consumption is years. Therefore, energy consumption as
studied in this paper refers to the annual heating energy consumption EH, annual cooling
energy consumption EC, annual lighting energy consumption EL, and total annual energy
consumption ETOT. This paper first takes energy consumption as a measurement index
and establishes an objective function as shown in Formula (1).

ETOT = EH + EC + EL (1)

The greenhouse gas produced during the operation phase of buildings is mainly CO2,
and the calculation result is usually measured in kgCO2. This paper uses kgCO2 as the
measurement unit. The equivalent CO2 of different greenhouse gases is not considered. The
CO2 emissions generated during the building operation phase are calculated by multiplying
the energy consumption by the CO2 emission coefficient. Therefore, an objective function
is established in relation to the low-carbon goal, as shown in Formula (2). The annual
value of CO2 emissions CTOT is the annual heating energy consumption EH multiplied
by the CO2 emission coefficient of heating energy fc, plus the value of the electricity CO2
emissions coefficient fE multiplied by the sum of the cooling energy consumption EC and
the lighting energy consumption EL.

CTOT = fCEH + fE(EC + EL) (2)

The two energy-saving and low-carbon target orientations correspond to two mea-
surement indicators: energy consumption and CO2 emissions. When energy consumption
is taken as an indicator, the concept of the optimal WWR is the value of the corresponding
WWR when the total annual energy consumption reaches a minimum. In the same way,
when the annual CO2 emissions are taken as an indicator, the concept of the optimal WWR
is the value of WWR corresponding to the minimum yearly CO2 emissions.

Compared with the objective function for energy consumption, the objective function
for carbon emissions will alter the function curve’s change rate and the value of the optimal
WWR because each component of the function is multiplied by a coefficient. The concept of
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the optimal WWR lays the foundation for addressing the three research problems proposed
in this paper.

3.3. Calculation Schemes

Selecting a typical residence as a basic model is necessary for the research. The results
obtained from a basic model can be used as a reference for other similar cases. This section
will give a detailed introduction to the basic model selection and variable design schemes
of window elements.

3.3.1. Basic Model Information

The process of building a basic model for prefabricated residential buildings can be
divided into three steps. Firstly, select a plane model. Secondly, determine the height of each
floor based on modularization. Thirdly, choose structural types and thermal parameters
for the building facade. After these three steps, a basic model has been established.

The plane for prefabricated residential buildings needs to meet the requirements of
modularization and standardization. In order to choose a representative residential plane
that meets these requirements, this study conducts investigations and analyzes statistics in
the “Standard Atlas Design of Prefabricated Residential Buildings in Shandong Province”
L16J901. There are 170 cases in the atlas. The compilation of this atlas is based on analyses
of household needs and surveys of the current prefabricated residential design in Shandong
Province. The purpose of investigating this atlas is to provide architects with a reference
when designing prefabricated residential buildings. In the future, the residential building
cases in this atlas can be applied in many prefabricated residential construction practices.
Thus, the residential building cases in this atlas are very representative and practical.

The width and depth of 170 residential building cases were counted and the data
are shown in Figure 3. Through data analysis, it can be concluded that the width of
these prefabricated houses is concentrated in the range of 5–7 m. The depth of these
prefabricated houses is concentrated in the range of 8–10 m, which means that there are
more prefabricated residential buildings in this size range. The basic model selected from
this size range will be more representative.
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Therefore, the case shown in Figure 4 was selected from the atlas as a basic model. Its
width and depth are in the concentrated range discussed above. The width of the basic
model is 6 m, its depth is 8.1 m, and the building area is 48.6 m2. The plan is a common type
in China. In addition, the floor height of prefabricated residential buildings is generally
2800–3300 mm. According to the “Guiding Standards for Floor Height of Prefabricated
Residential Buildings” issued by the Jinan Urban and Rural Construction Committee, the
floor height should be 2900 mm. This standard serves as a principle for the design of the
floor height of prefabricated residential buildings in Jinan. Therefore, the floor height of
the basic model in this study is determined to be 2900 mm.
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As mentioned in Section 2.1, the WWR is affected by many factors, such as glass
material, orientation, and climate. This article adopts the single control variable research
method. Therefore, the other influencing factors of the building model remain unchanged
when studying the influence of the prefabricated residential window design elements
on WWR. In this study, the orientation of the model remains unchanged. The basic
model uses an autoclaved lightweight concrete panel. In Appendix A, Table A1 gives
the thickness and thermal parameters of the wall panel from outside to inside. The heat
transfer coefficient of the wall panel is calculated to be 0.361 (W/m2·K). In addition, the
window is made of plastic profile double-glazed hollow glass. Table A2 gives the optical
and thermal performance parameters of the window. Table A3 gives the structural and
thermal parameters of other parts of the basic model. The thermal parameters of each part
of the envelope meet the requirements of the “Technical Standards for Near-Zero Energy
Buildings” GB/T 51350-2019.

The basic model’s plane size, facade size, facade structure, and thermal parameters
directly impact energy consumption and CO2 emissions. This is the basis for under-
standing and analyzing the research results. Energy consumption may be different for
different cases, but this will not influence the results because models are a constant factor
in the horizontal comparison of research variables, and thus this will not impact the final
research conclusion.

3.3.2. Window Design Element Variables

In order to discover the influence of the different window design elements on the
optimal WWR, it is necessary to determine the different conditions of the basic model
according to the change in window design elements and then calculate the values for
energy consumption and CO2 emissions under each condition. Therefore, the following
describes the design of the variable calculation schemes for the different design elements.
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The window design elements mainly consist of window size, position, and shape. As a
variable index, the WWR controls the size of windows. There are ten values of the WWR,
as shown in Figure 5, and the step of change is 0.1. In some conditions when the WWR
cannot reach the maximum value of 0.7, the maximum value can be set to 0.65 or 0.67 to
cover a wider range of calculated data.
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This paper adopts the single control variable research method and divides the cal-
culation into two groups according to window shape and position. Group one is the
window shape calculations, which only changes window shapes and areas according to
the parameter value table. The height of a window from the ground remains unchanged at
150 mm. The shape of windows in group one has two types, which are rectangular and
circular. According to the different shapes of windows, there are four working conditions.
The variable of aspect ratio a/b controls the shape of rectangles, divided into a square
with an aspect ratio of 1:1, a vertical rectangle with an aspect ratio of 3:4, and a horizontal
rectangle with an aspect ratio of 4:3. Table 2 shows the changes in each window shape and
the corresponding WWR.

Table 2. Window shapes and corresponding WWRs.

WWR

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.65 0.67 0.7

Condition 1
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The second group is the calculations of the window position elements. Table 3 shows
the position and corresponding WWR of each window. Only window positions and areas
are changed, while window shapes keep the aspect ratio unchanged at 4:3. As shown in
Table 3, window positions are parameterized by the height “h”, which means the height
from the bottom edge of a window to the ground.

Table 3. Height ”h” from the bottom edge of a window to the ground and corresponding WWRs.

WWR

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.65 0.67 0.7

Condition 5
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There are four variables for position elements, all of which meet modularization
requirements: 150 mm, 300 mm, 600 mm, and 900 mm. The calculation scheme shown in
Tables 2 and 3 contains 8 working conditions and 128 calculations under the two targets:
energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

3.4. Simulation Parameter Setting and Result Analysis

This paper uses DesignBuilder (DB) software as a calculation tool to obtain data on
energy consumption and CO2 emissions [51]. This section will introduce the parameter
setting of simulation software and explain the analysis method of the simulation results.

3.4.1. Simulation Parameter Setting

This research uses DB software to simulate energy consumption and CO2 emissions
during the building operation phase. The data-acquisition process of the simulation
software has two parts: model building and parameter setting. Model building is only
necessary to establish a 3D visual model consistent with the basic model information
according to the size, material, and construction information described in Section 3.3.1.
Parameter setting controls the building environment and usage, including geographical
location, meteorological data setting, indoor thermal environment parameter setting, power
setting when using equipment, CO2 emission coefficient setting, and so on. Indicators
of these parameters influence the energy consumption and the comfort of the indoor
environment. The indicators are selected according to building codes in China, which meet
the needs of living. The following is mainly about the simulation parameter setting.
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After establishing a model in DB according to the basic model information, the geo-
graphical location of the model was set to Jinan in the Shandong Province of China. Jinan
belongs to a cold region. The meteorological data information used in the simulation is
from DB. When setting the indoor thermal environment, as shown in Table 4, the upper
limit of the air-conditioning temperature control in summer was 28 ◦C and the lower limit
was 26 ◦C. In winter, the lower limit of the heating temperature control was 18 ◦C and
the upper limit was 24 ◦C. Temperature fluctuations in the room and switches in heating
and cooling were according to the indoor temperature setting in the simulation software.
That has an important impact on heating and cooling energy consumption. In addition,
the indoor illuminance was set to 300 lux. The lighting power density was set to 6 W/m2

according to the “Technical standard for nearly zero energy buildings” GB/T 51350-2019.
Artificial lighting would be turned on when the illuminance did not meet this lighting
requirement. The ventilation rate of the room is 0.5 h−1. In order to simplify the simulation,
the other thermal comfort indicators are not considered in this paper. This is because the
thermal comfort indicators are constant factors in the horizontal comparison of different
cases, and thus this will not impact advice given for window design in some aspects.

Table 4. Model simulation parameter settings.

Temperature
Setting

Winter: 18–24 °C

Summer: 26–28 °C

Ventilation Rate 0.5 h−1

Indoor Illuminance Setting 300

Lighting Power Density(W/m2) 6

Device Power Density(W/m2)
Living room 5/Bedroom 6/Dinning room

5/Kitchen 24

Plug and Process(W/m2) 15

Occupancy Density 0.05

Table 4 shows the parameters specified in the simulation. The heating schedule
lasted all day because the cold regions of China use central heating. Furthermore, the
energy for central heating mainly comes from coal combustion, while cooling and lighting
primarily consume electric power. Therefore, the CO2 emission coefficient corresponding
to heating energy consumption in this study is calculated according to the CO2 emissions
coefficient of coal. The CO2 emission coefficient corresponding to the cooling and lighting
is calculated according to the emission coefficient of electricity. The emission factor of CO2
per unit calorific value of coal is 89 g/MJ. Jinan belongs to the north China region and the
average CO2 emission factor for this region is 245.639 g/MJ. The CO2 emission coefficients
corresponding to the two energy sources were input into the simulation software to obtain
the CO2 emission values during the building operation phase. The simulation period of
the model is from January 1 to December 31 and the accuracy is calculated in the unit of
hours, with a total of 8760 simulated hours.

3.4.2. Data Processing and Analysis

After simulation with the software, data on subtypes of energy consumption, total
energy consumption, and CO2 emissions under different working conditions were ob-
tained. As described in Section 3.3.2, data on the objective functions corresponding to the
eight different values of WWR were obtained for each condition. Data on the objective
functions include eight values for total energy consumption and 8 values for CO2 emissions.
They also contain 24 subtype energy consumption values: 8 heating energy consumption
values, 8 cooling energy consumption values, and 8 lighting energy consumption values.
Expressing the data along axes for analysis, the X-axis represents the WWR and the Y-axis
represents energy consumption or CO2 emissions. A single point in the coordinate system
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represents the energy consumption or CO2 emission values for each WWR. In order to
intuitively reflect the changing trends of the objective function curves for sensitivity anal-
ysis, the simulation results needed to be further processed. Each objective function was
defined by eight discontinuous points in the coordinate system. The X-axis represents the
WWR and the Y-axis represents energy consumption or CO2 emissions. Then, a suitable
mathematical model to perform function fitting for the discontinuous data was selected.
For each building, a fitting function was obtained. The function curve was drawn in the
coordinate system. Then, by observing the function curve’s change rules, the optimal WWR
could be found and the effects of the window elements on the objective functions could
be analyzed. It is important to emphasize that the data on optimal WWR points found in
the research were not simulated, but found through the continuous curve drawn by the
fitting function. Selecting more simulations would increase calculation and data processing
time, but have little effect on the objective function curve. The reason for choosing eight
data points to limit the number of simulations was that these eight data points cover the
representative points of the WWR in the range 0–0.7 and the number of calculations was
the lowest.

The sensitivity analysis of simulation results was mainly carried out as follows. Firstly,
the influence of the window design elements on heating energy consumption, cooling
energy consumption, and lighting energy consumption under different window conditions
was analyzed. Because the objective function is composed of these components, analyzing
the subtype energy consumption helps in understanding the generation of optimal WWR
results and in examining the impact of the window design elements on energy consumption
and CO2 emissions. Secondly, the influence of the window design elements on the optimal
WWR in addressing one of the research problems was analyzed. Comparing the optimal
WWR under different window conditions helps in finding the influence of the window
design elements on the optimal WWR. Meanwhile, the influence of window position and
shape design elements on energy consumption and CO2 emissions can be revealed by
varying window conditions with a fixed WWR. Thirdly, the influence of the different
objective orientations on the optimal WWR was analyzed. Each window condition can
generate two optimal WWR values in relation to the two objectives.

Through sensitivity analysis, we can discover which optimal WWR value is larger
under the two different targets. At the same time, it was possible to analyze the similar and
different influences of the other window design elements on low-carbon design and energy-
saving design when the value of the WWR was fixed. To analyze each factor’s potential to
reduce CO2 emissions, two working conditions are selected in each group of simulations.
One is the most favorable working condition for reducing CO2 emissions and the other is
the most unfavorable condition for reducing CO2 emissions. The corresponding CO2 emis-
sions are expressed as Emin and Emax. Carbon reduction potential = (Emax − Emin)/Emax,
which indicates the highest possible rate of reducing CO2 emissions when optimizing the
design factor.

Based on the above sensitivity analysis method, firstly, it is possible to propose design
advice on window element design to reduce carbon emissions. Secondly, by analyzing
the effects of different goal orientations on the optimal WWR, the differences between
low-carbon window design and energy-saving window design can be summarized. This
will help to provide specific low-carbon design guidance for windows of prefabricated
residential buildings. The next chapter will provide a detailed analysis according to the
method proposed in this section.

4. Results

The simulated data obtained under different window situations are analyzed in this
chapter. The influence of window design elements on energy consumption or CO2 emission
is discussed. Furthermore, low-carbon design advice for prefabricated residential windows
is proposed.
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4.1. Influence of Window Design Elements on Subtype Energy Consumption

The objective function in this paper is composed of three factors with energy saving
at the goal of design. These three factors are heating energy consumption EH, cooling
energy consumption EC, and lighting energy consumption EL. The objective function
is also closely related to the three factors when taking CO2 reduction as the goal. The
different window design elements have different impacts on subtype energy consumption.
Therefore, it is necessary to first analyze the impact of the window design elements on
subtype energy consumption, which is the basis for further sensitivity analysis. After the
objective function was established, simulation software was used to calculate the subtype
energy consumption contained in the objective function under different working conditions.
The value of the WWR and corresponding energy consumption can be represented by a
data point in a coordinate system. Then, the function-fitting method was used to process
the data points and draw the obtained function curve in the coordinate system.

Figure 6 shows graphs for the energy consumption of each subtype changing with
the WWR by fitting the data points of the subtype energy consumption obtained under
the various working conditions. There are four curves in each figure, representing the
four different window forms, respectively. However, as the data points for heating energy
consumption and cooling energy consumption are very close when changing window
shape, the phenomenon of occlusion between curves occurs in Figure 6a,b,d. In Figure 6a,d,
there are almost two curves: the curves for the circular window and the curves for the
square window almost overlap. In Figure 6b, only the difference in cooling energy con-
sumption between the circular window and the square window can be distinguished. It
can be seen from Figure 6a,b that, when the window area is the same, the circular window
has the highest heating energy consumption and the lowest cooling energy consumption.
The other three window shapes have little influence on heating energy consumption and
cooling energy consumption, and mainly impact lighting energy consumption.

As shown in Figure 6c, the rectangular 3:4 window is the most favorable for reducing
lighting energy consumption, while the rectangular 4:3 window is the most unfavorable for
reducing lighting energy consumption. This is because the shape of the window impacts
the lighting intensity and the uniformity of indoor natural light. The vertical rectangular
window is more favorable to light in the depth direction of a room, and thus helps reduce
the lighting energy consumption. Under each window condition, the overall trend of
subtype energy consumption with an increase in WWR is as follows: heating energy
consumption EH decreases, while cooling energy consumption EC and lighting energy
consumption EL increase. Because of this opposing trend, the total energy consumption
decreases first and then increases, so that the optimal WWR value appears. In addition,
when the design goal is carbon reduction, as both cooling and lighting consume electricity,
they are considered together. Therefore, to further explain the emergence of the optimal
WWR value and the influence of the different goal orientations on the optimal WWR, EC and
EL under various working conditions are taken together. The heating energy consumption
curve EH is expressed in the same coordinate system, as shown in Figure 6d. Heating
energy consumption EH uses coal as an energy source, while cooling and lighting energy
consumption EC + EL uses electricity as an energy source. As can be seen from the figure,
the falling speed of EH gradually slows down with an increase in WWR, while the rising
speed of EC + EL changes from slow to faster with an increase in WWR. When the decreased
value of EH is greater than the increased value of EH, the total energy consumption shows
a downward trend, while, with the reverse, the total energy consumption will increase.

Figure 7 shows the energy consumption as a function of the WWR with various
window positions. In each part of the figure, there should be four curves representing the
four different positions of the window. However, as the data points obtained under the
different working conditions are very close to each other, the curves for the four working
conditions in Figure 7b,d almost overlap. As can be seen from Figure 7b, the height of
the window from the ground has almost no effect on the cooling energy consumption.
The curves in Figure 7a are also very close to each other. The WWR curves in Figure 7a
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within the range of 0.2–0.3 are partially enlarged to enable distinguishing of the differences
in heating energy consumption under the different window conditions. The details are
provided in Figure 7a. As can be seen from the figure, when the window areas are the same,
the heating energy consumption of windows higher from the ground is slightly greater
than that of windows lower to the ground. However, the height of windows from the
ground greatly impacts the lighting energy consumption. Windows with a higher position
from the ground have lower lighting energy consumption. When the value of the WWR
is less than 0.1, the higher the window is from the ground, the faster the lighting energy
consumption decreases. This is because, when the window position is higher, the indoor
natural lighting intensity is improved, thus the energy consumption of indoor lighting
is reduced.
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In general, the shape and position of windows have specific impacts on each subtype
of energy consumption of prefabricated residential buildings. These two design elements
mainly have relatively significant effects on the lighting energy consumption, while the
window area has a more significant impact on every subtype of energy consumption. The
lighting energy consumption under each working condition shows a downward trend with
an increase in WWR. The lighting energy consumptions under different window conditions
gradually approach each other with a rise in WWR. As the window area increases, more
natural lighting can be obtained indoors, thereby reducing the lighting energy consumption.
However, when the WWR is large enough, indoor lighting is sufficient under the different
working conditions, thus the influences of the shape and location factors on indoor lighting
are weakened.
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4.2. Influence of Window Design Elements on Optimal WWR

In order to find the answer to the question about the influence of window position and
shape on the optimal WWR, the function curves under different conditions were plotted in
the coordinate system for sensitivity analysis. As shown in Figure 8, after calculation and
data processing of the eight working conditions, eight function curves were obtained for
each objective function corresponding to the eight optimal WWR values. The eight optimal
WWR values are very close. The function image near the optimal WWR value is partially
enlarged to enable comparison of the value of WWR under the different conditions. These
partially enlarged images are attached to the main graphs.

It can be concluded from Figures 8 and 9 that the optimal WWR values for working
conditions 1–8 under an energy-saving goal orientation are relatively close, all around 0.38.
The optimal WWR for circular windows is the lowest, about 0.37. Therefore, the shape and
position of windows under an energy-saving goal orientation have small influences on the
optimal WWR. As can be seen from Figure 9, the optimal WWR values under different
working conditions with a low-carbon goal are all about 0.15. The optimal WWR for
circular windows with a low-carbon goal is the lowest, around 0.13. With a low-carbon
goal, the optimal WWR values for condition 2, condition 7, and condition 8 are the highest,
around 0.15.
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When analyzing the influence of the window design elements on the optimal WWR,
the influences of the window shape and position design elements on energy consumption
and CO2 emission can be investigated by transverse comparison when the WWR remains
unchanged. As shown in Figure 8a, circular windows are the most unfavorable to energy
saving, while rectangular windows with an aspect ratio of 3:4 are the most favorable to
energy saving. As shown in Figure 8b, when the WWR is within the range 0.2–0.5, the
higher the window from the ground, the more beneficial it is for energy saving. As can
be seen from Figure 9a, the circular window is the most unfavorable for carbon reduction,
while the rectangular window with an aspect ratio of 3:4 is the most favorable for carbon
reduction. As shown in Figure 9b, when the WWR is in the range 0–0.5, the window with a
height of 900 mm from the ground is the most beneficial for emission reduction.
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4.3. Optimal WWR under Different Goal Orientations

Window design methods should be different under the different goal orientations. In
order to clarify the differences between low-carbon window design and energy-saving
window design, it is necessary to compare and analyze the impacts of these different goal
orientations on the optimal WWR. The curves for energy consumption and CO2 emissions
changing with WWR under various conditions were plotted in a coordinate system.

The coordinate system contains two Y-axes, one representing the annual total energy
consumption and the other representing the yearly CO2 emissions. It can be seen from
Figure 10 that, when the WWR is the same, the energy consumption and CO2 emissions of
the different window shapes are in the same order from low to high: the 3:4 rectangular
window, the square window, the 4:3 rectangular window, and the circular window. In
addition, it can be concluded from the figure that circular windows are more disadvan-
tageous to energy-saving design compared with the other window shapes. Under the
low-carbon goal orientation, the gap between circular windows and the other window
shapes is smaller.
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Figure 10. Comparison of changing trends of energy consumption and CO2 emissions with different
window shapes.

As shown in Figure 11, under a low-carbon goal orientation and around the optimal
WWR value, the higher windows have lower CO2 emissions. However, under an energy-
saving goal orientation, there is almost no difference in energy consumption between
windows of different heights around the optimal WWR value. This indicates that window
height is more critical for low-carbon design around the optimal WWR value than for
energy-saving design.

It can be seen from a comparison between Figures 10 and 11 that the optimal WWR
value obtained under a low-carbon goal orientation is smaller than that obtained under
an energy-saving goal orientation. The value of the first optimal WWR is around 0.15,
while that of the second is around 0.4. When the WWR value is between 0.2 and 0.4,
although energy consumption is still declining, the value of CO2 emissions begins to rise.
The reason is the same as in the sensitivity analysis of subtype energy consumption shown
in Figure 6d in Section 4.1; that is, the decreasing rate of heating energy consumption
is gradually slowing down, while the increasing rate of the sum of lighting and cooling
energy consumption is speeding up. As described in Section 3.2, when taking low carbon
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as an objective function, the subtype energy consumption needs to be multiplied by a
CO2 emission coefficient to calculate CO2 emissions. The heating consumes coal, while
the other two subtypes consume electricity. The CO2 emission coefficient of electricity is
greater than that of coal. Therefore, after multiplying the CO2 emission coefficient, the
value of CO2 emissions generated by an increase in electricity consumption will increase
faster and quickly offset the reduction in CO2 emissions owing to the decrease in heating
energy consumption, and thus make the inflection point of the function curve appear
earlier. Therefore, with low carbon as the objective function, the value of the optimal WWR
will be lower.
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It can be seen from Figures 10 and 11 that energy consumption and CO2 emissions
have the same variation trends with WWR under the different conditions, both showing
downward trends at first and then upward trends. In the rising stage, the growth rates
of energy consumption and CO2 emissions are gradually accelerating, indicating that a
continuous increase in window area is not beneficial to either carbon reduction or energy
saving when the WWR is large.

On the whole, although CO2 emissions are closely related to building energy consump-
tion, the two are not the same. There are similarities and differences between low-carbon
design and energy-saving design. Moreover, the overall trends of the objective function
changes with WWR are the same. The difference is that the optimal WWR is different
under the two different goal orientations. The value of the optimal WWR is lower when
the objective function of prefabricated residential buildings is CO2 reduction. This shows
that the window area of prefabricated residential buildings needs to be smaller when the
goal is to reduce CO2 emissions. In addition, the window design elements have different
effects on the different objective functions under the two different goal orientations. For
example, around the optimal WWR value, window location factors significantly impact
the low-carbon design more than the energy-saving design.

4.4. Window Design Advice for Prefabricated Houses

The influences of the window design elements on subtype energy consumption and
the optimal WWR were analyzed above. The impacts of the two goal orientations on
the optimal WWR were compared and analyzed. Analyzing the research results can
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help provide low-carbon design advice for prefabricated residential windows from the
perspective of window design elements including window area, shape, and position.

The design advice for the window area is as follows. Firstly, the value of the WWR
should be around 0.15 because, under a low-carbon goal orientation, the optimal WWR
value is about 0.15 and the CO2 emissions are low within the range 0.1–0.2. Secondly,
designers should be careful in making decisions to increase window area when the values
of the WWR exceed the optimal WWR value because, the more the value of the WWR
exceeds the optimal WWR, the faster CO2 emissions increase with an increase in WWR.

The design advice for window shape and position is as follows. Firstly, when changing
window shape, designers should adjust the window area simultaneously to ensure that
the value of the optimal WWR remains unchanged. This study has found that the window
shape and position almost do not affect the optimal WWR. When architects adjust window
shapes, the window area often changes. Therefore, the window area should be adjusted to
around the optimal WWR to be most beneficial for building emission reduction. Secondly,
circular windows should be avoided as far as possible when designing window shapes
for prefabricated residential buildings. The reason for putting forward this advice is the
CO2 emissions of circular windows are higher than those of other window shapes when
the windows have the same area. However, when a window is designed to be round
from an esthetic point of view, CO2 emissions can be reduced by reducing the circular
window area. Thirdly, vertical strip-shaped rectangular windows should be preferentially
used in prefabricated residential buildings. In this paper, with the same window area, a
rectangular window with an aspect ratio of 3:4 has lower CO2 emissions than a rectangular
window with an aspect ratio of 4:3. Therefore, it is suggested to use a vertical strip-shaped
rectangular window to reduce CO2 emissions. Fourthly, when the window height from
the ground is within the range 0–900 mm and the WWR is within 0–0.5, the height of
the window from the ground should be increased as far as possible to reduce the CO2
emissions of the building because, within this range, a higher window position is more
beneficial for reducing CO2 emissions. After the WWR exceeds 0.5, window height will no
longer affect CO2 emissions.

In addition, different design methods under the different goal orientations can be sum-
marized by comparing the differences between window low-carbon design and window
energy-saving design. First of all, the most energy-efficient window is not necessarily the
most advantageous for reducing CO2 emissions. In a low-carbon design, the optimal WWR
value should be reduced based on the optimal WWR obtained in relation to energy-saving
design because the optimal WWR under a low-carbon goal orientation is lower than under
an energy-saving goal orientation. Secondly, in a low-carbon window design, architects
should pay more attention to the height of windows from the ground because this has a
more significant impact on low-carbon design than on energy-saving design.

To analyze each factor’s potential to reduce CO2 emissions, the most favorable
working condition and the most unfavorable working condition for reducing CO2 emis-
sions are selected in each group of simulations. As explained in Section 3.4.2, the cor-
responding CO2 emissions are expressed as Emin and Emax, and the carbon reduction
potential = (Emax − Emin)/Emax. By comparison, changing WWR has the greatest emis-
sion reduction potential of about 13%. The second greatest is changing the shape element,
with a potential of 0.5%. The least is changing the position element, whose potential is 0.3%.
Therefore, in the design of prefabricated residential building windows, if the optimization
options are limited, the priority should be to consider control of the WWR, that is, to keep
it near the optimal WWR. Secondly, architects should ensure the shapes and positions of
windows are optimized. On the whole, the position and shape of windows should be
considered together in order to reduce CO2 emissions. For example, if increasing the height
of the window cannot reduce CO2 emissions when the WWR exceeds 0.5, optimizing the
shapes and areas of prefabricated residential building windows is an excellent way to
reduce CO2 emissions further.
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5. Conclusions

Architects using low-carbon and energy-saving design methods to design buildings
can significantly help save energy and reduce CO2 emissions. This paper selected a
representative prefabricated residential building with a plane size of 6 m × 8.1 m and a
floor height of 2.9 m as a basic model for simulation. Two groups of experiments were
conducted according to the shape and height from the ground of the window. DB was
used to simulate different building conditions to obtain data on energy consumption and
CO2 emissions. The conclusions of this paper are as follows.

First of all, the results of this study indicate that different goal orientations can influ-
ence the value of the optimal WWR. The most energy-efficient windows are not necessarily
the most conducive to reducing CO2 emissions. The optimal WWR under a low-carbon
goal orientation is lower than that under an energy-saving goal orientation. In addition,
window shape has a relatively small effect on the value of the optimal WWR. The findings
of this study suggest that architects need to control WWR to keep it close to the optimal
WWR when adjusting window shape. The circular window is the most unfavorable to
energy conservation and CO2 emission reduction for buildings. The rectangular window
with an aspect ratio of 3:4 is found to be the most favorable for reducing the CO2 emissions
of buildings in this paper. From the perspective of carbon reduction, this may suggest
choosing a window with a small aspect ratio. Furthermore, this research has shown that the
window height from the ground has a greater impact on CO2 emissions than on building
energy consumption. The results of this study indicate that, in the vicinity of the opti-
mal WWR value, a higher window is more favorable for reducing CO2 emissions. When
the WWR is greater than 0.5, the influencing factor of window height will not impact
CO2 emissions.

At present, the requirement for window design in the residential building energy-
saving code is oriented toward energy saving, which has significance for low-carbon
building design, but also has limitations. It is necessary to formulate a targeted design
strategy to guide the low-carbon design of buildings. This paper has discussed the influence
of facade window design elements of prefabricated residential buildings on CO2 emissions
and has put forward design advice that has contributions to architects’ design of low-
carbon facades. This has great importance in promoting the low-carbon development of
prefabricated residential buildings. However, there are some limitations of the research.
There are many parameters that can affect the results of the optimal WWR. The variables in
this article only include the architectural design elements of windows. In the future, further
research can be carried out on the influence of climate parameters, lighting parameters,
and indoor thermal comfort parameters on the optimal WWR.
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Abbreviations

CO2 carbon dioxide
EH heating energy consumption
EC cooling energy consumption
EL lighting energy consumption
Emin minimum CO2 emissions
Emax maximum CO2 emissions
fc CO2 emission coefficient of heating energy
fE CO2 emissions coefficient of electricity
N not including the value of WWR
T0 outdoor temperature
T1 indoor temperature
WWR window-to-wall ratio
Y including the value of WWR

Appendix A

Table A1. Thermal parameters of wall structure.

Property Unit
Autoclaved
Lightweight

Concrete

Adhesive
Mortar

XPS
Insulation

Board

Protective
Layer of

Insulation
Slurry

Leveling
Blanket of
Insulation

Slurry

Anti-Crack
Mortar

Thickness m 250 5 80 35 15 3

Dry density kg/m3 ≤525 ≤1800 18~22 250~400 250~400 ≤1800

Conductivity
coefficient W/m K 0.140 0.930 0.030 0.085 0.085 0.930

Correction
factor α 1.15 1.00 1.05 1.25 1.25 1.00

Thermal
resistance m2·K/W 0.932 0.005 1.212 0.329 0.141 0.003

Table A2. Window optics and thermal performance parameters.

Property 6 mm Medium Light-Transmittance Low-E Glass + 12 mm
Argon + 6 mm Transparent Glass

Visible light transmittance 0.623

Total solar transmittance 0.45

Heat transfer coefficient 1.481 (W/m2·K)

Radiance of coated glass hemisphere 0.08

Table A3. The structure and thermal parameters of the other parts of the building model.

Structure Material and Structure Thickness Thermal Resistance Heat Transfer Coefficient

Roof
120 reinforced concrete slab + 5 adhesive
mortar + XPS 80 + 35 protective layer of

insulation slurry
2.414 0.283

Interior wall 200 autoclaved aerated concrete 2.81 0.58

Ground 40 fine aggregate concrete + 20 XPS + 120
reinforced concrete floor + 55 rock wool 2.123 0.44
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